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Zeustian Logic
By Sabrina Malcolm
A big-hearted novel about the aftermath of
tragedy, with a fresh and funny take on boyhood
obsessions of Greek myth, astronomy and
computer gaming.

Family, friendship, mountain heroics and small daily
acts of courage: a funny, tender, beautifully
observed debut.
Kate De Goldi

Interview with Sabrina Malcolm about Zeustian
Logic

When Sabrina began this book in a writing
workshop with Mal Peet, Mal told me she was one
to watch. He was right, of course—this is a warm
and wonderful novel from a very strong writer.
Julia Marshall, publisher

Read the rst chapter here.

When Zeus, king of the gods, made enemies, he just
hurled a thunderbolt at them. That’s one way to deal
with your problems. Tuttle, a.k.a. Zeustian Logic, has
problems of his own. His father was a famous mountain

guide who didn’t come back. At least Tuttle has the
stars. Everything’s out there, indifferent and immense.

Zeustian Logic will be launched at Space Place,
with a lights show of the constellations featured
in the book, an educational tour, and
miscellaneous spacey activities...
RSVP essential to faustine@geckopress.com

Sabrina Malcolm was born in 1962 in Michigan, and
grew up on a farm in Nelson. She is a writer,

illustrator and graphic designer with a background
in botany and geology.
Malcolm has a Masters of Design in Illustration from
Massey University, has taught at Massey in
illustration and design, and has received a DINZ
Gold Pin award for design excellence.

Win a ticket to your local observatory! To go in
the draw, it's easy: you just have to buy a copy of
Zeustian Logic on our website.

Preorder a copy on our website or buy it in any good
bookstore from May 11.
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